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2021 DISTRICT B-4 UNIFIED BOWLING TOURNAMENT @ SUNSET BOWL IN YORK

DATE: Tuesday, November 30th, 2021

TEAMS: Aurora, Centennial, Columbus Lakeview, Northwest, Shelby-Rising City, York

TEAM MEMBERS: ONE team from each school will participate in the district tournament--each team can
consist of up to five players.

DISTRICT ENTRIES: Each school should complete the district entry form and submit online by November 19,
2021. Players listed on the entry form are the basis for printing a district meet program. Schools may make
substitutions to the roster submitted after the entry deadline, but no more than 5 players can suit up for any
district meet. Once the meet begins, no substitutions may be made unless an injury or illness occurs.

LOCATION: Sunset Bowl in York, NE (1923 N Lincoln Ave, York, NE)

START TIME: 11:00 AM

ADMISSION: $6 Adults, $5 Students

PASSES: Each school will be allowed 4 supervisor pass list - please email me the list of your 4 people

FORMAT: The district championship-winning teams will advance based on the total pinfall during a six-game
Baker Trio tournament--the district winner qualifies for the state championship.

BAKER TRIO FORMAT:
---The bowling order (Bowler 1, Bowler 2, Bowler 3) for Baker is set each game (1 game = 10 frames). Coaches
may change their order from one game to another. However, the athlete must always be Bowler 1 and bowl four
frames in each game (frames 1, 4, 7, 10).

---A coach may substitute players at any time (frame) during the game. Once a player has been substituted for,
he/she may not re-enter the current game. Substitutions must keep the original team composition in place
(Athlete/Athlete, Partner/Partner).
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BOWLING BALLS: Participants will keep no more than one bowling ball at any one time on the ball return. All
bowling balls must adhere to USBC Rule 3 and be in compliance with the terms and conditions regarding ball
material, weight, size, markings, holes, balance, and hardness.

UNIFORMS: It is required that players wear school uniforms during play. All bowlers must wear similar
uniforms of the same color and style. Bowlers should wear slacks, skirts or skorts. These slacks/skirts/skorts may
be of any color as long as they are similar to that of the rest of the team and do not have any tears or holes in
them. Bowlers may NOT wear shorts, jeans, leggings/yoga pants or hats. Bowlers out of uniform will not be
allowed to bowl until they are able to comply with the rules.

FANS: All fans are welcome to attend.

CONCESSIONS: Food is available for sale at the bowling alley.

EQUIPMENT: Proper shoes and bowling balls will be provided as requested

PARTICIPANTS: Teams will be comprised of athletes and partners as described in the NSAA Unified Bowling
Manual - Five competitors with three bowling during a game where at least one competitor has an intellectual
disability. Teams rosters are required to have a minimum of 2 athletes and 1 partner.

TOURNAMENT PROCEDURE:
--Each team will be assigned a lane through random draw--teams will be notified two days in advance which
lane they have been assigned to.
--All of the lanes will be conditioned with the same oil pattern at the same time.
--Each team will bowl on a fresh lane that has not been bowled on.
--Warm-up time will be 15 minutes.
--Each team will bowl six Baker games.
--The team with the highest total pinfall after six Baker games is the district champion.
--Rules:  All contests shall be conducted under the United States Bowling Congress rules (link: USBC) in
conjunction with Special Olympics Bowling Rules and Unified Sports Rules.

AWARDS: The winner of each district tournament will receive a district champion plaque. The runner-up will
receive a district runner-up plaque.

STATE QUALIFIERS/WILDCARD QUALIFIERS: Each district champion qualifies for the state championship (six
in each class). The top two teams (total pinfall during district competition) that did not win their district qualify
for state as wildcard qualifiers. In the event of a tie when determining the wildcard qualifiers, the highest game
scored during the 6 game Baker district competition will be used to break the tie. If the tie still exists, the second
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highest game scored will be used. Etc.

State Championship Qualifiers must send a team photo and roster to mhuber@nsaahome.org by 9:00am the
following day (December 1, 2021)

GENERAL INFORMATION:
● The snack bar will be open at the bowling alley.
● Seating: Spectators and fans are asked to remain on the upper concourse area. Participants and

coaches only on the lanes.
● Teams will be assigned lanes upon arrival.
● Total pin fall after 6 games of baker’s play.
● Points will be tallied and an update will be given after three games

QUESTIONS: Please direct to either Jenny Wagner - jenny.wagner@centennialbroncos.org or Nikki Klanecky -
nicole.klanecky@centennialbroncos.org or call at (402) 534-2321. Thanks and looking forward to a great day!
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